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1 Introduction

Photomultipliers with a large area spherical photocathode are being widely used

in many liquid scintillator and water cherenkov are events detectors, such as so-

lar neutrino detectors SNO 111, KamLAND 21, Borexino 131, reactor antineutrino

detector KamiokaNDE 141, arid te prototype of the Borexino detector- Counting

Test Facility 151. The interaction point in these detectors is reconstructed sing

timing information from a large number of PMTs. Depending on the pecision of

reconstruction and the total number of PMTs te precision of single photoelec-

tron detection at the level of I ns is demanded. The Monte Carlo simulation of the

Borexino detector showed that the mean number of photoelectrons (p.e.) registered

by one PMT in a scintillation event will be in the region 0.02- 20 fo a event with

energy of 250-800 keV. Hence the PMTs should emonstrate a goo sgle electron

performance. After preliminary tests, the ETL 9351 with a large area photocath-

ode (8") has been chosen 171 Te PMT ofthis odel has 2 dynodes with a total

gain of k = 0'. The transit tme spread of e ingle p.e. response is I - .5 ns.

The PMT has a good eergy resolution characterized by the anufacturer by the

peak-to-valley ratio. he anufacturer (Electron Tbes Limited, ETL) guarantees

a peak-to-valley ratio of 1.5. The results of he peliminary tests with 50 PNfTs

have been reported in 161-

2 PMT test facility at LNGS

In the Borexinci programme the special PMT test facility was prepared at LNGS.

The test facility is placed in two adjacent rooms. In one room the eectronics is

mounted, and the other is a dark room with 4 tables designed to hold up to 64

PMTs. The dark room is equipped with an Earth's magnetic field compensation

system sing rectangular coils with an electric crrent (1111). The non-uniformity

of the compensated field in the plane of the tables is no more than 10% Te tables

are separated from each other by black shrouds, which screen any light reflected

from the PMTs hotocathode.

The simplified scheme of one channel of electronics (out of the total 32) of the

test facility is presented in Fig.l. The system uses te modular CAMAC standard

electronics and is connected to a personal computer by the CAEN C1 interface.

The PNIT characteristics are normally measured dring a hour rn.
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Figure 1: The simplified scheme of the one channel of the electronics.

The PMTs are illuminated by low intensity light pulses from a laser. A picosec-

ond Hamamatsu pulse aser was used in the tests. The model used has a peak

power of 039 mW, the pulse width is 27.3 ps, and the laser wavelength is 415 nm,

wh ich is close to the maximum sensitivity of the ETL 9351 photocathode. The light

pulse from the laser is delivered by 6 meter long optical fibers into the dark-room.

Fach of the 4 fibers is supplied with a diffuser in order to provide a more uniform

illumination of the tables.

The TDC "start" signals are generated using the laser internal trigger, which

has negligible time jitter < 100 ps) with respect to the light pulse. Te "stop"

signal for the TDC is formed by the constant fraction discriminator (CFD) with

the threshold set at the 02 p.e. level. The full scale of TDC was set to 200 ns with

4096 channels resolution. Because of the memory restrictions of the software, only

the part of the full range was used, namely 100 ns in the region 130 ns;+70 nsl

around the main peak in the PMT transit time, with 1024 channels resolution.

The 32-input majority logic unit, LeCroy mod.4532, is able to memorize the
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pattern of the hit channels. This information significantly increases the data pro-

cessing rate. The reading of the electronics is activated when the majority LAM

signal is on (a LAM is produced if one of the signals on the input is inside the

external GATE on the majority logic unit). Otherwise, a hardware clear is forced

using the majority OUT signal. Every pulse of the laser is followed by an internal

trigger. The trigger is used as the majority external gate.

A high precision calibration of each electronics channel had been performed

before the measurements. Here calibration means the precise knowledge of the

response to a signal corresponding to 1 p.e.1 on the system input. The PMT in this

measurement was substituted by a precision charge generator LeCroy mod. 1976.

The gain of each PMT electron multiplier was set to a value of 2 - 107 , before

the tests with a help of automated gain adjustment system, described in 1121.

3 Results of the 2000 PMT testing

The main timing characteristics defined during the acceptance tests were:

to and at the position and the rms of the gaussian fitting the main peak in the

transit time distribution. The fit had a an additional constant corre-

sponding to the dark noise level;

root mean square estimated for all transit time histogram;

Plate late pulsing in percent, estimated as the ratio of the events in the [to 

3 - t; 1001 ns range to the total number of the events;

Pprep prepulsing in percent, estimated as the ratio of the events in the to 

3 - t] ns range to the total number of the events.

The results of easurements showed no essential problems with the transit time

spread of the PMTs, with PMTs rejected mainly or because of the high dark rate or

because of the bad amplitude response of the PMT. As a rule a PMT with a good

single photoelectron charge response has also a good timing response.

The results of te measurements are presented in Table 1. For future use we

put also in this table the parameter pu, which is the fraction of the underamplified

signals in the amplitude spectrum of the single photoelectron response. The model

multiplied by a factor of 101 by the electron multiplier and giving 16 pC charge
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used to extract the value for pu from the single p.e. charge response is described

in 181. The undpramplified signals can be described ell with an exponential with

a negative slope A = 0.17 p.e., the value of A is presented in Table I too. The

measurements with a threshold (Th) set to 016 p.e. cuts 619/c of the underamplified

signals, leaving 6.47c of the total 16.5'X.

The distribution of the tc, t ad rrns parameters is a normal distribution with

a sigma coinciding with the rms of distribution. The distributions for pte and Pprep

have longer non-gaussian tails. All these results have been written in a database,

which can be used for the detector modeling.

Tab](,. 1: Th results of lut.
parameter to Olt rrns Plate ppep PU A Th

ns ns ns (70 % p. e. P.e.
mean 32.59 1.18 8.14 7.27 0.69 0.165 -0.17 0.16
rms 3.85 0.11 0.54 1.0 0.30 0.05 0.068 0.04

An important characteristic of the PMIT is the dependence of the peak of the

transit time on the applied otage, see Fi-.2. Te shift of the to position ue0
to a change in the voltaffe applied is 002 ns 'V. Thi, value care be used in order to

equalize the i it-ne arrival of photoelectrons aer each austment of the high voltage.

4 The avera-ed transit time shape�n

The straightforward se of the database, with a set of parameters for each PMT, for

the detector's modefin- will nnecessary slow down the calculations, because of the

huge number of PNITs 2200) used in the experiment. The calculation speed can be

improved sing average characteristics of the PINTTs instead of the individual ones.

Because eveiv PNIT operates at its own voltage, and the lightingconditionsdepends

on the position on the test tables, the procedure of averaging should be preceded

by the equalizing the difference in the conditions. Fortunately, the statistics of the

first photoelectron counting provides this possibility.

4.1 Statistics of the first photoelectron time arrival

With any, experimental conditions, the PMT does not egister single photoelec-

tron, and so the single photoelectron response should be extracted from a PMT
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Figure 2 The dependence of the transit time peak on the applied voltage.

response 19, 10]. The basic assumption in the following considerations is a Poisson

distribution for the amount of the registered photoelectrons.
If the probability density function (p.d.f.) of a single p.e. registering at time t is

pl(t), then the probability to observe the first p.e. out of precisely n photoelectrons

at time t is

p,� (t = n -pi (t) - (I - F (t))'-'

where F (t) p, (t)dt is probability to observe a single p.e. before time t.

The equivalence of the photoelectrons gives the factor n, and ( - F(t) )n-1 is

the probability of not observing any of the remaining (n - ) p.e. before time t.

If the number of photoelectrons is not fixed, but distributed in accordance to

a Poisson law with a mean p p.e. per pulse, then the probability of the arrival of

the first signal at the PMT can be calculated by averaging (1) over the Poisson

distribution P(n = e-P:W
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P(P't) � pie-'Fi(t� . (2)

The p.d.f. in 2) is normalized by the total probability of the presence of a non-zero

signal for a Poissonian distribution P(n > = I - e-l'

j +00 p(p, t)dt = I -
-00

which can be easily checked out noting that pi (t)dt dF(t).

The full probability to register a signal in the interval I-00, t) is then:

F(p, t) f p(p, t')dt = I - CILFI(t). (3)

From 2) and 3) follows a simple relation:

pi I P(A O (4)
I - F(p, t)'

which allows to calculate the pi (t) function sing experimental data.

If experimental data are presented in the form of a histogram NE,,(i), then

the probability density fction of the single phowelectron can be calculate( in

accordance with 4:

N, (i) i NE, (i) (5)

where
k=z

E !V�IXP(k) (6)
A, TriggeTs k=1

is the running sum of the histograms of te experimental data NFx,(i) normalized

by the number of the system starts VTrig,,,. Naturally� when VTriqgeni is large

enough, one can expect s (oc = I - e--.

For completeness, let us give the equation for the estimation of the rror in

N, (i):

I
UL(i)

Th�- equation 4 is especially seful when calculating the fnction t) from

the (,,xDei imvntai data wth )i -_ I, where flne shape of p(t) is significantly different
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from the shape of pl(t), and the approximation p(t) -- pp(t) can not be considered

satisfactory. In our measurements the �-- 0.05 and the correction applied is of the

same order at the distribution tail (at small the approximation F(tm..') �- is

valid).

4.2 Correcting for the random coincidence with a dark noise

The laser system has been tuned to provide mean counting rate of the PMTs M

0.05 p.e.; this condition ensures a mostly single p.e. regime for the PMT (with the
P(n>l)relative probabilty of the signal originating from 2 p.e. and more r = P(n>O)

eA - 2 i.e. 25 %). With such a small amount of light in a pulse, the PMT

response could be affected by the dark noise of the PMT, which is of the oder of

some kHz. The probability of the random coincidences due to the dark noise fd,,,k

in the time window can be expressed by

frndm = fdark T7

and the total amount of dark noise counts in each bin of the histogram (of the

total N,, is

Ndak(i = NT- frndn
-Qg�r 6 Nbins

In order to take correctly into account the random noise i the system one should

substitute by in equations (5) and ).

The dark noise in the system is ueasured independently with high precisioii,

using scalers.

4.3 The procedure used to obtain the mean characteristics

of the PMT

1. Using the measured value of the dark rate the contribution /Vd,,k of the ran-

dom coincidences at one bin was calculated.

2. Using equations (5 ad 6) with N,(i) substituted by N,(i)-Ndak(i) the
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NI(i) function was calculated and normalized:

ni Nj W (7)
Nb' N, (i)

As follows from (7), the knowledge of the mean number of te registered pho-

toelectrons is not necessary for the calculation of the normalized probability.

3. The peak in the distribution nj is found and the histogram is shifted in order

to put its maximum at the position corresponding to = .

4. All the histograms are summed together and normalized to I once more. The

obtained histogram contains the mean characteristics of the sample of the

PMTs used with a peak (not mean time of the arrival) at the position t = .

The resulting histogram is presented in Fig.3. This is the PMT transit time p.d.f.

averaged over a 2200 PMT sample.
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Figure 3 The averaged timing characteristics of the ETL9351 PMT.
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5 The structure of the photomultiplier transit time

The following features of the transit time curve can be clearly seen in Fig.3: Ialmost

gaussian peak at the position t = 0 ns; 2)a very weak peak at t = 24 ns; 3)a weak

peak at t = 48 ns; 4)the continuous distribution of the signals arriving between

the main peak and the peak at t = 48 ns; 5)another very weak peak at t = 20 ns.

All these features, together with others appearing with closer investigation of the

curve, will be explained in the current section.

5.1 Main peak

The fine structure of the main peak can be seen in Fig.4. The main peak has almost

gaussian shape, but at the regions t > 2 ns and t < 2 ns the deviation from

the gaussian distribution is significant. Early pulses can arrive due to the elastic

scattering of the photoelectron on the first dynode without multiplication, in such

a way arriving at the next stage of the electron multiplier earlier than secondaries

do. The same process can occur on the second dynode, third etc. The energy of the

electron arriving at the first dynode is defined by the potential difference between

the photocathode and the first dynode UDI. The UDI voltage is constant in the

divider scheme used, which is provided by three Zenner diodes of 200 V each. The

energy gained by the elastically scattered electron at the second stage is small in

comparison to the initial 600 eV, thus the velocity of the electron in the sequence

of the elastic scatterings can be considered constant in first approximation, as well

as the transit time between the first dynodes. The arriving of the early signals

can be modeled by a set of the equidistant gaussians with the same spread and

geometrically decreasing strength:

I N pn t+-S, 2

ile (t =P+P 2 ny17=-� e 2 (8)
.. + p 2,,

The pulses just after the main peak are due to the inelastic scattering on the

first dynode.

Let us introduce a set of variables, describing the relative probabilities of the

considered processes: p. is the relative probability of the signals under the gaussian

part of the peak; the early pulses arrive with a relative probability p, and the late

pulses have a relative probability pi.
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We will describe the late pulses using a function:

I (t - tj) - 'T (t - tj) a 2
fl(t) 2T2 -(I + erf ( I)) (9)

v 2 T -Ol

which is a convolution of an exponential with a slope and a gaussian with

sigma o-1.

The main peak fits well with the following function:

M M = P, f, (t - to) Pe, - e (t - to) Pi - ff (t - to) (10)

The results of the fit can be seen in Fig.4 and Fig.5. The parameters of the

best fit are presented in Table2. Te model of the main peak describes 94 of all

pulses.

Table 2 The parameters of the best fit.
P I Pe I Pi to I I je Ore t,

0.83 0023 1 0.085 0.02 104 006 3.3 1.29 0.92 1.80

The time of flight between the dynodes J, = 33 ns corresponds to the difference

in the time of flight of the fast electron between the dynodes and the drift time of

the secondary electrons.

The amplitude of the early pulses was not measured in our tests, but certain

indirect observation can be deduced from the model of the early pulsing. The

coefficient of the multiplication at energies E > 600 eV is almost independent on

energy. Thus, a photoelectron missing the first stage of multiplication (with mean

gain 1) and multiplied at the second stage with a gain instead Of 2 Will produce

at the anode a signal with a mean amplitude reduced by the factor 2, which is

normally in the range 30 - 35. The reduction factor for a photoelectron missing

two first stages of multiplication will be 2 3, etc. As one can see from Table 2

the geometrical progression factor is much lower, p = 006 because of the threshold

effect. In order to estimate the part of the signals over the threshold we note

that the underamplified signals have an exponential distribution. The decrease in

amplitude of the signal corresponds to the increase of the slope of the exponential

distribution. If the threshold is fixed, then the part of the signals over tile threshold

is = A -ql for the signals missing the first stage of amplification. The values

for parameters were given in Table 1 A 017, the mean threshold i th = 016,

and g2 -- 3 hence p -- e- 3 -- 0.05, in agreement with the fit value. The same rule

is valid for the electrons missing two and more stages of amplification.
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Figure 4 Main peak region

5.2 Prepulses

In the transit time histogram can be clearly seen a small peak at about -24ns. These

are so called prepulses, corresponding to the direct photoproduction of the electron

on the first dynode. The amplitude of these pulses is factor g, (amplification of the

first dynode) less ten the amplitude of the main peak. Because a typical vahle is

gi --- 10, these pulses are strongly suppressed by the CFD threshold set at the 0.2

p.e. level. The shape. of the peak is well approximated by a gaussian (see Fig.611

with a parameters given in Table 3.

Table 3 The parameters of the prepulses peak.
PPP 1 tPP I a P

1.22 - 0 1 -23.18 1 39

The dfference dt = 23.2 ns between the position of the main peak t, and the

position of the prepulses peak tpp corresponds to the drift time of the electron from
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Figure 5: Main peak region on the linear scale.

the photocathode to the first dynode td with the time of flight of photon to the first

dynode tt,,f subtracted: dt = to - tPP = td - ttq The time of flight can be calculated

from the known distance between the photocathode and the first dynode, which

is 123 mm (radius of the spherical photocathode is 110 mm, the focusing grid is

situated at the center of the sphere, the distance between the focusing grid and

the first dynode is 13 mm). Hence the time of flight of photon inside the PMT

is tof = 041 ns, and the drift time td = dt + tof = 23.61 us. The drift time is

the same for all the PMTs tested, because the potentials difference between the

photocathode and the first dynode is stabilized.

In setups with a large number of PMT in use, the presensce of prepulses is a

potential source of the early triggers in the system.
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Figure 6 Prepulses

5.3 Late pulses

Pulses arriving after the main pulse, in the time range up to 100 ns, are called late

pulses. The structure of the late pulses spectrum can be seen in Fig.7. We are not

considering here plses arriving in the microseconds interval, which are caused by

the ion-feedback. In literature these pulses are called afterpulses.
The sape of the late pulses is modeled well with a sum of 3 functions of the

type given in euation (9)_
The parameters of the best fit are presented in Table 4 It should be noted that

the function M (t) describing the main peak has been fixed during the fit of the late

pulses shape.
The peak with probability p, = 5.8 10-4 at t = 20.23 ns is caused by the

light feedback on the laser optical splitter system. The light guide of about .5 m

delivers photons from the laser head to the optical splitter. On the output of the

light guide there is a lens focusing light on the bunch of light guides, which in turn
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Figure 7 Late pulses. Lines I and 2 corresponds to inelastically scattered phto-
electrons, curve 3 describes elastically scattered photoelectrons. Gaussian shape 4
describes light reflections in the light splitting system.

Table 4 Late pulses fit parameters
component Pi tj 011

1 0.011 4.92 1.40 5.69
component P2 t2 c72 7-2

2 0.027 10.1 2.73 16.8

elastic Pe,( to O', T�!

component 0.024 1 51.0 1 2.89 -6.52

are elivering light to te dark room. In order to provide a single photoelectron

regime, a reflective attenuation filter is placed between the lens and fibers input.

The filter reflects part of the iht, which after traveling back and forth between the

filter and the laser head can be fed back to the system'. The spread of the peak

2 The light splitting system has been manufactured by independent professional and has been
used as is. The reflection peak can be seen only with a high statistics data, and was noted only
aftet the final data processing. The hardware problem could be easily solved rotating filter by a
small angle.
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o = 107 ns coincides with a main peak spread. This peak was extracted from te

final sape.

The remaining late pulses shape is described by tree functions given by equa-

tion 9 type, two with negative and one with a positive slope (signs in eq. 9 are

inverted). The position of the last peak helps in clarifying its origin. The difference

between the position of the last peak and the main peak is At = 47.6 ns 3 and it is

in perfect coincidence with a double drift time obtained in the previous subsection:

2t,, = 47.2 ns. The double drift time can be explained by electrons which elasti-

cally scatter on the first dynode electrons, then go away from the dynode, slows

down and stops near the photocathode, and then go back to the first dynode to

produce a signal. The amplitude of this pulses should be te same as that of the

main peak pulses, which is confirmed in 1131 by measuring the transit time of the

PMT with a higher threshold. Te total probability to observe elastically scattered

photoelectron is pj = 0024.

Two remaining contributes with a negative slope corresponds to an inelastic

scattering of the photoelectron on the first dynode, without ay secondaries pro-

duced. n this case, part of initial energy of the incident electron is dissipated as

heat in the material of the clynode, and the rift time of the electron in this case
depends on the remaining part of the energy t

and, naturally, is less than in he case

of elastic sattering. In te extreme case all the eergy is dssipated, and) ithout

any delay, the election is ransferred to the next stage of amplification, producing

on average a signal with an amplitude of factor 1 smaller than a nmal signal.

In the intermediate case, the scattered electron is elayed by the time -in the range

0 - 2tj, and after returning back to the first dynode poduces a signal with owe!

amplitude in comparison to the amplitudes of the main peak signals Te smaller

is the delay the smaller is the amplitude of the signal.

The, total mount of the inelastically scattered photoelectrons car) be defined

summing these to contributes to the late pulses. Te surnming gives a vue

pi, = 0038, i.e. almost 4 of all registered signals are de to inelasticaliv scatterell

photoelectrons. This value is less than a value of 64% otained i sec-Lion 3 ush)�

the values of pu , 4 and the TDC treshold from Table 1. A contribution of 8.5Xr

We are using here results of te separate fit of the position of the last pa wh ,aussian-
The Carter t,. fm -hu Table 4 can't he sed i this Estimation, because tiie moiei in"'tjoii

(9 gves envelope of lie many idividual ontributions Fr example the function f the orm �9)

can be vised to fit te early pulses shape instead of (8) with a same result.
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from the main peak fit is closer to the last value. This observations leads to a

conclusion that the underamplified part of the signals is mainly due to the totally

inelastic scattering on the first dynode with a minimal delay. The aplitude of the

pulses arriving at t > 5 ns is bigger than a threshold set. In fact, when fitting the

charge spectrum of the PMT with a sum of exponential and gaussian terms, the

valley between them remains underfilled.

The proposed model fits well the observed distribution; nevertheless, the statis-

tics are so high that some further features of the transit time of elastically scattered

photoelectrons can be noted. At the increasing part of the elastic peak there is

a small bump in the region of 41 ns (see Fig.8). The amount of this pulses is

very small, but the bump is pronounced. The position of the peak gives a hint

for its identifications, these are the photoelectrons, elastically scattered from the

accelerating grid before the first dynode.
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Figure 8: The bump on the transit time curve can be clearly seen at 41 ns.
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6 Discussions

The method proposed for the deconvolution of the PMT signal can be sed as well

to extract the time decay curve of the liquid scintillator, using te data obtained

with the start-stop measurements with TDC.

No signals have been observed at the position corresponding to the single drift

time of photoelectron td, that would ave been pesent in te case of any optical

feedback process, sch as, generation of luminiscent photons or garnma-ravs on

the first (Ivnode by an incident; photoelectron, without producing secondaries. The

presense of the sall eak, nearly at the same position due to the reflections in

the light splitting system gives a possibility to estimate the sensitivity of our setup

to tis kind of process at the level of 10' (one should note, that the peak with a

probability 5.8 10' is clearly seen, and the position of the ypothetical peak is

known).
The good knowledge of the PMT timing response can help the manufacturer

i iproving the PMT iming characteristics. From the point of view of te ex-

perimentor a good knowledge of the PMT response is necessary for the poper

modeling of the detector response, and in most practical cases one can simplify the

model, keeping only the main contributions to the signal. In Fig.9 are shown PMT

responses modeled with a pl(t) function and with a function M(t) without the early

pulse� term. One can see that the function M(t) fails to describe the PMT timing

response, and the function pi (t) practically coincide with p(p, t), reflecting the fact,

Ihat the PMT operates mainly in a single p.e. regime.

Another case is illustrated in Fig.10. The PMT is registering on average /I = 5

p.e. The tail in the PMT transit time distribution is suppressed by more than one

order of magnitude, and the pAI(t) function gives a satisfactory description of the

11 > 0 ns part of the distribution. But this time, the early pulses should be taken

into account in order to have a good model of the early coming pulses.

We can conclude, that the multiple p.e. signal can be modeled with a main

peak part of the total distribution, given by equation (10). In the case of a Single

photoelectron counting the best result can be obtained using the pi(t) function.

The prepulses at t = -24 ns stays far away from the main peak, and with a

proper treatment can be easily separated. The amplitude of these pulses is small,

and they can be suppressed increasing the threshold, as it was demonstrated in 1131.

In general, the relative probability of prepulses increases almost linearly with an

17
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Figure 9 The modeled PMT response to the 0.25 p.e. light source p(p, t), the
single photoelectron response pi (t) and the model of the PMT response with only
two terms of the main peak function (without early pulses), pm (p, ) .

increase of the mean number of the registered photoelectrons: pPP �-- -pi wherePP
pP1P is a relative probability of the earl), pulses i the single p.e. regime. At A = 10

p.e. it is still of the order of 10-3 in the assumption of the unchanged discriminator

threshold.

Let us notice, that proposed model of the single photoelectron time response ,

PMT is based on the measurements with a low intensity light source a -- 005-19.1,

and hence can be used only for the low enough intensities of the light source. IF,

our measurements no deviations fom the model were observed up to the levels of

ji -- 10. At higher intensities the effects of the space charge will have place, and

the model will need corresponding corrections.

18
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Figure 10: The modeled PMT response to the = p.e. light source, p(p, t), the
single photoelectron response pi (t) and the model of the PMT response with only
two terms of the main peak function (without early pulses), pm (p, t).

7 Conclusions

The results of the test measurements of the characteristics of 2200 PMT for the

Borexino experiment provide the most complete information for the evaluation of

the ETL9351 timing characteristics with a high precision. The unique timing char-

acteristics of the setup used and a huge statistics accumulated during the tests of

the PMTs to be used in the future Borexino experiment, allow to resolve the fine

structure of the PMT timing response.

A method to obtain the probability density function of the single photoelectron

counting from the experimental data is proposed and applied to derive the PMT

average characteristics. For the first time an analytical model of the single photo-

electron time arrival in a PMT is proposed, describing all the features of the single

photoelectron time arrival. The origin of the small amplitude pulses, as well as a

non-gaussian tail in the amplitude response of PMT are explained.
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CMHPHOB 0. 0., Jlom6apgH T., PaHYq4HR)K. E13-2003-93

TO4Hbie Mmepefflbl BpemeHHbIX xapaKTepHCTliK 03Y

moaemi ETL9351

BO BpeMA TeCTHPOBaHwi 2200 (D9YjUUA 3KCnepiimeHTa BOREXINO 6bula Ha-

KormeHa wd)opmauMA, r1O3BOAA10WaA XapaKTePH3OBaTb BpemeHHbie xapaKTepH-

CTHKK 03YaaHHOR mogeim C BUCOKOA TOMHOCTMO. YHHKajlbHbie BpemeHHbie xa-
PaKTepHCTHKH HcnOJIb3OBaHHOfi YCTaHOBKH H Bh1COKaA CTaT1iCTHKaaaHHbix n3BO-

jiHnH HcciieziOBaTb aeTaJIH BpeMeHHOrO CrIeKTpa 09Y.
rIpeuqoAceH meTOR oueHKH q)YHKLIHM UTHOCTH BepOATHOCTH BpemeHH rpli-

xo.aa nepBOrO CHFHana Ha 03Y no 3KCnepHmeHTaJ1bHblM aHHb[M, C HCHOJlb3OBa-

HHeM KTOpOr0 nojiyqeHbl CeAHeHHbie BpemeHHbie xapaKTepHCTHKJi 09Y.
BnepBjbie ripexio)KeHa aaJIHTHqeCKax moaeRb BpemeHliOrO cneKTpa 03Y, OrIHCbl-

BajowaA Bce ero oco6eHHOCTH. 067,3icHeHO npoHcxoxaeHHe cmrHajioB majibix am-
rum`rya a TaKx(e qopma BpemeHHoro cneKTpa 03Y.

Pa6OTa BblnOJIHeHa B Ia6opaTOpHH 4H3HKli qaCTHLt OAH H B HauHOHaJ1b-

HOM HHCTHTyre 3wepHOA tH314KH, MHjiaH (14TaRHA).

rlpenplitrr 06,beiiMeHHoro HHCTHTyra 3wepHbIX mccneAoBaHHA. A6Ha, 2003

Smirnov 0. Ju., Lombardi P., Ranucci G. E13-2003-93
Precision Measurements of Timing Characteristics
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During the test measurements of the PMTs to be used in the future
BOREXINO experiment, the data from 2200 PMTs were accumulated. The unique
timing characteristics of the apparatus used and the large statistics acquired, aow
to resolve a fine structure of the ETL9351 PMT time response.

A method to obtain the probability density function of the single photoelectron
counting from the experimental data is proposed and applied to derive the PMT
average characteristics. For the first time, an analytical model of the single photo-
electron PMT time response is proposed, describing all the features of the single
photoelectron time arrival. The origin of the small amplitude pulses as well
as a non-gaussian tail in the amplitude response of PMT is explained.
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